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Jack Catcher's parents are dead—his mom died of sickness and his dad of a broken heart—

and he has to get out of Oklahoma, where dust storms have killed everything green, hopeful,

or alive. When former classmate Jane and her little brother Tony show up in his yard with plans

to steal a dead neighbor's car and make a break for Texas, Jack doesn't need much

convincing. But a run-in with one of the era's most notorious gangsters puts a crimp in Jane's

plan, and soon the three kids are hitching the rails among hoboes, gangsters, and con men,

racing to warn a carnival wrestler turned bank robber of the danger he faces and, in the

process, find a new home for themselves. This road trip adventure from the legendary Joe R.

Lansdale is a thrilling and colorful ride through Depression-era America.

About the AuthorJoe R. Lansdale is the author of more than a dozen novels for adults,

including five Hap and Leonard novels, as well as Sunset and Sawdust and Lost Echoes. He

has received the British Fantasy Award, the American Mystery Award, the Edgar Award, the

Grinzane Cavour Prize, and seven Bram Stoker Awards. He lives with his family in

Nacogdoches, Texas. All the Earth, Thrown to the Sky is his first novel for young adults. --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by

permission. All rights reserved.The wind could blow down a full-grown man, but it was the dust

that was the worst. If the dust was red, I could figure it was out of Oklahoma, where we were.

But if it was white, it was part of Texas come to fall on us, and if it was darker, it was probably

peppering down from Kansas or Nebraska.Mama always claimed you could see the face of the

devil in them sandstorms, you looked hard enough. I don't know about that, it being the devil

and all. But I can tell you for sure there were times when the sand seemed to have shape, and

I thought maybe I could see a face in it, and it was a mean face, and it was a face that had

come to puff up and blow us away.It might as well have been the devil, though. In a way, it had

blowed Mama and Daddy away, 'cause one night, all the dust in her lungs--the dirty

pneumonia, the doctor had called it--finally clogged up good and she couldn't breathe and

there wasn't a thing we could do about it. Before morning she was dead. I finally fell asleep in a

chair by her bed holding her cold hand, listening to the wind outside.When I went to look for

Daddy, I found him out in the barn. He'd hung himself from a rafter with a plowline from the old

mule harness. He had a note pinned to his shirt that said: I CAN NOT TAKE IT WITH YOUR

MAMA DEAD I LOVE YOU AND I AM SORRY. It was not a long note, but it was clear, and even

without the note, I'd have got the message.It hadn't been long since he done it, because there

was still a slight swing to his body and his shadow waved back and forth across the floor and

his body was still warm.I got up on the old milking stool and cut him down with my pocketknife,

my hand trembling all the while I done it. I went inside and got Mama, managed to carry her

down the porch and lay her on an old tarp and tug her out to the barn. Then the sandstorm

came again, like it was just waiting on me to get inside. It was slamming the boards on the

outside of the barn all the time I dug. The sky turned dark as the inside of a cow even though it

was midday. I lit a lantern and dug by that light. The floor of the barn was dirt and it was packed

down hard and tight from when we still had animals walking around on it.I had to work pretty

hard at digging until the ground got cracked and I was down a few inches. Then it was soft

earth, and I was able to dig quicker. Digging was all I let myself think about, because if I

stopped to think about how the only family I had was going down into a hole, I don't know I



could have done it.I wrapped Mama and Daddy in the tarp and dragged them into the hole,

side by side, gentle as I could. I started covering them up, but all of a sudden, I was as weak as

a newborn kitten. I sat down on the side of the grave and looked at their shapes under the tarp.

I can't tell you how empty I felt. I even thought about taking that plowline and doing to myself

what Daddy had done.But I didn't want to be like that. I wanted to be like the heroes in books I

had read about, who could stand up against anything and keep on coming. I hated to say it

about my Daddy, but he had taken the coward's way out, and I hadn't never been no coward

and wasn't about to start. Still, I broke down and started crying, and I couldn't stop, though

there didn't seem to be much wet in me. The world was dry, and so was I, and all the time I

cried I heaved, like someone sick with nothing left inside to throw up.The storm howled and

rattled the boards in the barn. The sand drifted through the cracks and filled the air like a fine

powder and the powder was the color of blood. It was Oklahoma soil that was killing us that

day, and not no other. In an odd way I found that worse. It seemed more personal than dirt from

Texas, Kansas, or the wilds of Nebraska.The lantern light made the powder gleam. I sat there

and stared at the blood-colored mist and finally got up the strength to stand and finish covering

Mama and Daddy, mashing the dirt down tight and flat with the back of the shovel when I was

done.I started to say some words over them, but the truth was I wasn't feeling all that religious

right then, so I didn't say nothing but "I love you two. But you shouldn't have gone and killed

yourself, Daddy. That wasn't any kind of way to do."I got the lantern and set it by the door,

pulled some goggles off a nail and slipped them on. They had belonged to my granddaddy,

who had been an aviator in World War I, and though I hadn't knowed him very well before he

died, he had left them to me, and it was a good thing, 'cause I knowed a couple fellas that got

their eyes scraped off by blowing sand and gone plumb blind.I put the goggles on, blew out the

lantern. Wasn't no use trying to carry it out there in the dark, 'cause the wind would blow it out.

I set it down on the floor again, opened up the barn door, got hold of the rope Daddy had tied

to a nail outside, and followed it through the dark with the wind blowing that sand and it

scraping me like the dry tongue of a cat. I followed it over to where it was tied to the porch of

the house, and then when I let go of it, I had to feel my way around until I got hold of the

doorknob and pushed myself inside.I remember thinking right then that things couldn't get no

worse.But I was wrong. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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51About the Author1The wind could blow down a full-grown man, but it was the dust that was

the worst. If the dust was red, I could figure it was out of Oklahoma, where we were. But if it

was white, it was part of Texas come to fall on us, and if it was darker, it was probably

peppering down from Kansas or Nebraska.Mama always claimed you could see the face of the

devil in them sandstorms, you looked hard enough. I don’t know about that, it being the devil

and all. But I can tell you for sure there were times when the sand seemed to have shape, and

I thought maybe I could see a face in it, and it was a mean face, and it was a face that had

come to puff up and blow us away.It might as well have been the devil, though. In a way, it had

blowed Mama and Daddy away, ’cause one night, all the dust in her lungs—the dirty

pneumonia, the doctor had called it—finally clogged up good and she couldn’t breathe and

there wasn’t a thing we could do about it. Before morning she was dead. I finally fell asleep in a

chair by her bed holding her cold hand, listening to the wind outside.When I went to look for

Daddy, I found him out in the barn. He’d hung himself from a rafter with a plowline from the old

mule harness. He had a note pinned to his shirt that said: I CAN NOT TAKE IT WITH YOUR

MAMA DEAD I LOVE YOU AND I AM SORRY. It was not a long note, but it was clear, and even

without the note, I’d have got the message.It hadn’t been long since he done it, because there

was still a slight swing to his body and his shadow waved back and forth across the floor and

his body was still warm.I got up on the old milking stool and cut him down with my pocketknife,

my hand trembling all the while I done it. I went inside and got Mama, managed to carry her

down the porch and lay her on an old tarp and tug her out to the barn. Then the sandstorm

came again, like it was just waiting on me to get inside. It was slamming the boards on the

outside of the barn all the time I dug. The sky turned dark as the inside of a cow even though it

was midday. I lit a lantern and dug by that light. The floor of the barn was dirt and it was packed



down hard and tight from when we still had animals walking around on it.I had to work pretty

hard at digging until the ground got cracked and I was down a few inches. Then it was soft

earth, and I was able to dig quicker. Digging was all I let myself think about, because if I

stopped to think about how the only family I had was going down into a hole, I don’t know I

could have done it.I wrapped Mama and Daddy in the tarp and dragged them into the hole,

side by side, gentle as I could. I started covering them up, but all of a sudden, I was as weak as

a newborn kitten. I sat down on the side of the grave and looked at their shapes under the tarp.

I can’t tell you how empty I felt. I even thought about taking that plowline and doing to myself

what Daddy had done.But I didn’t want to be like that. I wanted to be like the heroes in books I

had read about, who could stand up against anything and keep on coming. I hated to say it

about my Daddy, but he had taken the coward’s way out, and I hadn’t never been no coward

and wasn’t about to start. Still, I broke down and started crying, and I couldn’t stop, though

there didn’t seem to be much wet in me. The world was dry, and so was I, and all the time I

cried I heaved, like someone sick with nothing left inside to throw up.The storm howled and

rattled the boards in the barn. The sand drifted through the cracks and filled the air like a fine

powder and the powder was the color of blood. It was Oklahoma soil that was killing us that

day, and not no other. In an odd way I found that worse. It seemed more personal than dirt from

Texas, Kansas, or the wilds of Nebraska.The lantern light made the powder gleam. I sat there

and stared at the blood-colored mist and finally got up the strength to stand and finish covering

Mama and Daddy, mashing the dirt down tight and flat with the back of the shovel when I was

done.I started to say some words over them, but the truth was I wasn’t feeling all that religious

right then, so I didn’t say nothing but “I love you two. But you shouldn’t have gone and killed

yourself, Daddy. That wasn’t any kind of way to do.”I got the lantern and set it by the door,

pulled some goggles off a nail and slipped them on. They had belonged to my granddaddy,

who had been an aviator in World War I, and though I hadn’t knowed him very well before he

died, he had left them to me, and it was a good thing, ’cause I knowed a couple fellas that got

their eyes scraped off by blowing sand and gone plumb blind.I put the goggles on, blew out the

lantern. Wasn’t no use trying to carry it out there in the dark, ’cause the wind would blow it out.

I set it down on the floor again, opened up the barn door, got hold of the rope Daddy had tied

to a nail outside, and followed it through the dark with the wind blowing that sand and it

scraping me like the dry tongue of a cat. I followed it over to where it was tied to the porch of

the house, and then when I let go of it, I had to feel my way around until I got hold of the

doorknob and pushed myself inside.I remember thinking right then that things couldn’t get no

worse.But I was wrong.2There was plenty of rabbits for a while, so many that the men and

boys would go out in groups and run after them and chase them up against some makeshift

fences like they was cattle, then take sticks to them and beat them to death. There was so

many rabbits they were eating everything green that the starving livestock and the

grasshoppers hadn’t eaten and the sand and the drought hadn’t killed. Some of that green was

our gardens. We didn’t want to give it up to rabbits, and on account of that, the rabbits was

herded and killed.Food wasn’t all that handy, so me and Daddy, after killing some rabbits, used

to get us a bunch of them and bring them home to eat. We’d got some a couple days back and

hung them in the house on a nail. After Mama got worse sick we’d forgot about the rabbits and

hadn’t eaten for two days. Now, with Mama and Daddy dead and no one left but me, they’d

gone hard and were beginning to smell a little ripe. I decided I was going to skin them, cook

them, and eat until I couldn’t eat no more.The sand was still blowing, and it was coming

through the house the way a ghost would walk through a wall. We had got some flour and

water and made some paste and glued paper all along the edges of the windows with it, and



we put rags up against the door once we got inside, but it didn’t help much. The dust still got in.

It was everywhere. In the curtains and on the shelves and in the pages of books, and it coated

the face and tipped the tongue and gave everything you ate a trail-spice taste. I was always

wiping or washing it out of my eyes.I had buckets of water pumped up from our well in the barn,

it was the one good thing about our place. All the other wells was dry or near dry, but ours kept

pumping. The barn kept the sand from blowing in as bad as it might, so our well hadn’t dried up

like so many others.I had put a rag over the water buckets, and the top of the rag was dark with

dust. I got the dipper and shook the dust off it and lifted off the rag and dipped me a drink and

put the rag back. The water tasted like I was dipping it out of a mud puddle. Rag or not, the

dust had got in.I cut up the rabbits and tossed the innards in an empty bucket. I had been

giving things like that to our dog, Butch, but the dog couldn’t stand the sand neither, and one

day he went off and didn’t come back. I liked to imagine he had gone out to California and was

living under a tree in an orange grove and there were kind folks who gave him food. California

was a place some said everyone ought to go. Said there was work there and there wasn’t no

sandstorms and there was plenty of water that didn’t taste like grit. After all that had happened,

I was thinking on it. It wasn’t like I had a lot to pack. And besides, the bank was going to take

back the property any day now.I cleaned the rabbits and put some sticks of wood in the stove

and lit them and fried the rabbits with a little lard and flour. I didn’t have any eggs, so the batter

was flakey and mostly fell off.I ate some of the meat and put the rest in the icebox, which didn’t

have any ice but was about as good a place as there was to keep the dust out. I kept thinking

about those rabbits, us killing them and them screaming the way they do, like dying women in

lakes of fire is the best I can describe it, but truth to tell, there ain’t no words for it. If I thought

too much on it, it spoiled my eating, so I tried to think pleasant thoughts, but right then I didn’t

have many.I took some time to step on centipedes, which were all over the place, and I killed a

scorpion that was under the table the same way. I didn’t want to lay down and have those

things on me. When I was younger, a scorpion had stung me, and I didn’t like it a bit and didn’t

want to repeat it.When I had killed all I could see, I went over and lay down on the bed where

Mama had died. I could smell her on the mattress, the kind of sweet smell she had that didn’t

have nothing to do with perfume, ’cause she didn’t have any except once a bit of lilac water

and it was long gone. It was just Mama’s smell and it made me cry. I cried and cried and finally

I went to sleep.Outside it was still dark and the sand still blew.3I dreamed and remembered

how things had been before all the sand. It was a memory thin as the film covering an egg yolk,

but it was a memory I liked. I thought about when Mama and Daddy had been happy. How I

had been happy too. We hadn’t had much, but there was food to eat and time to be together.

They talked about the future like there would be one. They did good honest work, and I went to

school and did chores, and when we could, we listened to the radio or talked or sang or

laughed. Me and Daddy played checkers while Mama washed the dishes. It wasn’t a big life,

but it was a good life.And then the soil got dry and the plants went dead. Wasn’t nothing to feed

the stock, and the only thing left to do was eat them, not only so they wouldn’t starve to death,

but so we wouldn’t either. We even ate the horse, which turned out to be a little stringy and

sweet, so under normal circumstances, I don’t recommend it. Right then, though, I would have

eaten horse or dog or most anything. There came a point when it seemed like I was hungry all

the time.After the crops started to fail from it being so dry, the wind came and plucked them up

and finished them off. The wind howled like a wolf, and it was full of sand that scraped and

chewed and cut down everything in its path. When the wind wasn’t blowing, the starving

grasshoppers was coming at us in a wave so dark it blacked out the sun. And the rabbits. So

many rabbits. Everything became a big mess of whirling sand, starving rabbits, and buzzing



grasshoppers.Then the memory of that faded, and all I could see was that grave in the barn.

Open, with Mama and Daddy wrapped up in it. I was standing over it, looking down. A hand

pushed up from inside the tarp, pushed at it so that I could see its shape. It was a small hand. It

was Mama’s hand.I come awake quick, tears running down my face.The dark was gone and so

was the sandstorm. I sat up and listened to make sure, but didn’t hear any wind. Still, the air

was full of fine powder.I got out of bed and went out on the front porch and pushed three

inches of dust off the path from the door to the steps with my shoe. Then I scraped the steps

clean. The air was still and the sun was high and the sand had changed the way everything

looked again. The earth was Oklahoma red, where yesterday it had been Texas white with

some Nebraska black thrown in for good measure.There were big dunes of sand all over the

place, and I could see in the distance that the storm had knocked down what was left of our

barbwire fence. It didn’t matter. All the cows that had been inside it were long dead anyway.And

then I seen her and him trudging across the sand. She was wearing boots and dungarees and

a plaid shirt buttoned close to the neck and at the wrists to keep the dust out. The boy with her

was younger than her, and he had on worn overalls and an old brown shirt. They was both

carrying flour sacks stuffed full of something.They was coming along slowly, and I could see

they didn’t have no real strength left and was about to fall over, so I started out to meet them.

My feet bogged in the sand as I went, and it took me a while to get up to her, and when I was

close, I seen the girl drop to one knee. Now that I could see her good I knowed her right off. It

was Jane Lewis, which meant the kid was her little brother, Tony. I hadn’t seen them in ages.

Mainly because they was known to have lice on a regular basis, which was an affliction of

many in the area. I’d had them myself from time to time. Mama, however, had come to the idea

that the Lewises were lice-ridden by nature, so I wasn’t allowed what she had called “an

association” with them.Lice or no lice, I went over and got an arm under Jane, helped her up,

and took the flour sack from her. It was as heavy as if it was packed with stones.I said, “It’s me,

Jane. Jack Catcher.”“I know that,” she said.“Well, all right,” I said.I helped her toward the house,

and Tony came stumbling after. He said, “You know me, don’t you?”“You’re Tony,” I said. “I know

her, I’m bound to know you.”“I can’t see so good,” he said. “The sand burned my eyes.”“Can

you see to grab onto me?”He came over and took hold of my shirttail. I helped Jane to the

house, and Tony clung to me until we was up the steps and on the porch. Inside, they

collapsed on the floor. Jane unwrapped her face and shook her head, snapping sand across

the room. When she was through doing that, her dark brown hair fell down to her shoulders,

and even dirty as she was, I noted she looked pretty good, though I took into consideration her

family’s reputation and watched for lice.I got a rag that wasn’t as gritty as some of the others

and shook it out. I got some water from a bucket and soaked it a little. I took it over to Tony and

pulled the covering off his face and wiped him down with it. When I got through wiping, I saw

that what I had thought was tan from the sun was brown from the dirt. Underneath it all, he was

as white as the belly of a fish. He had a bony face and his hair looked like a rained-on haystack

with chicken manure in it, the way it was stuck together in spots.“I still can’t see none,” he said,

lightly rubbing his eyes.I helped him up and led him over to the bucket and used the dipper to

pour water directly into his eyes. He blinked while I done it, but mostly managed to keep his

eyes open.“That’s better,” he said. “You don’t look like you’re made of sand now. Everything I

been looking at looked sandy.”“Good,” I said, “ ’cause I feel like I’m made of sand.”They drank

some water then, and I got some of the rabbit out of the icebox and put it on the table. They sat

and ate. When Jane had her piece of rabbit down to the bones, she said, “That tasted a little

gritty and right near spoiled.”“Well,” I said, “I’ll tell your waiter to tell the chef, and the chef will

tell you to go to hell.”She looked at me and drooped the corners of her mouth. “I didn’t mean it



like that. I was just making a comment.”“Yeah, well,” I said, “I don’t reckon you been eating all

that much that ain’t gritty, sister.”“And you would be correct,” she said. “I apologize.”“But it didn’t

taste so good,” Tony said.“That’s ’cause it was a rabbit that had been dead awhile,” I said. “I

cooked it hard on account of that. I guess now you’d like dessert and some finger bowls.”“That

would be nice,” Jane said, “and maybe a nice hot towel.”She grinned at me, and I grinned back.

It was hard not to. I hadn’t seen her in a long while, and since I’d last seen her, me and her

both had grown quite a bit, and she’d grown in a real nice way.I had been standing by the table,

like a servant, but now I dipped me a cup of water from a bucket and sat down at the table with

it.“What you coming this way for?” I said.“We come in the storm,” Jane said.“No you didn’t,” I

said. “You couldn’t have come in that storm.”“Did too,” Tony said. “We darn near died doing

it.”“You couldn’t have,” I said. “That storm was one of the worst I’ve seen.”“Ought to have seen it

close up,” he said.“If it wasn’t us that come in the storm,” Jane said, “it was a couple looked just

like us.”I shook my head. “I can’t imagine how you did it.”“ ’Cause Sissy is smart,” Tony

said.“Smart ain’t got nothing to do with sand,” I said, “and if she’s so smart, what in the world

has she got you two out in a sandstorm for in the first place?”Tony turned and looked at Jane

like this was a question he hadn’t thought of and felt ought to be answered.She said, “Well, it

wasn’t like we had a choice. The house was nearly blown flat. We could have stayed there in

the ruins of it, I suppose, but I decided the better part of valor was to abandon it.”“The better

part of valor?” I said.“She reads books,” Tony said, as if it was a thing he couldn’t really

explain.“That’s true,” she said, “and someday I’m going to write for a real fine newspaper. The

problem is I can’t type. I’m going to find a school somewhere that can teach me, and then I’m

going to be a journalist. But I’m going to look around first, learn a little about life.”“Journalist.

That’s what they call them that type on typewriters for newspapers,” Tony said. He looked proud

of himself for knowing that.“Right now,” Jane said, “I’m getting me and Tony out of this gritty

hell. I’m going to take me and him somewhere else. We’ll walk if we have to, but I thought it

might be better if we drove Old Man Turpin’s Ford.”“How in the world would you drive Old Man

Turpin’s Ford?” I asked “He ain’t much of a loaner kind of person.”“Oh, well, we thought we’d

borrow it,” she said. “Sort of.”4Now, before you figure Jane and Tony as just straightaway

thieves, I think I ought to do a little explaining.They told me how they came by their plan, and

when I heard it, I sort of liked it and decided to count myself in. I had to. Neither of them could

drive a car, and I could. We’d had one once, right up until a month before, when Daddy sold it

to pay for some flour and such, and some medicine for Mama. I guess he knew right then that

that was the end. When he took that car into town and gave it up for a few dollars, I seen the

light go out of his eyes sure as if someone inside his head had pulled a light cord. He was near

to being a dead man walking from then on. Only thing that kept him connected to life at all was

Mama, and when she died, that was the end of it. If there were any lights left on anywhere

inside him, they went dark right then, and that was all she wrote.But the thing was, Old Man

Turpin had a car, and he had died, which was something I didn’t know. No one around our

parts had known of him having any next of kin, so there wasn’t anyone next in line for that

automobile, and the way Jane explained it, it was a shame to let a good Ford stay under a tarp,

get all rusted out and eventually full of dust.Jane had a way of talking that could get you on her

side of things, even when you were certain you weren’t going to agree. I think it was all that

reading she did. In her mouth, words were as sweet as candy or as sharp as razors, and she

could switch from one to the other in midstream. She was one of them kind that loved to hear

herself talk.What I didn’t know was Jane and Tony’s mama had run off with a Bible salesman,

and their daddy, not long after, had a tractor accident while trying to plow out some rows, long

after there was any chance of things growing. Way Jane explained it, their dad was real



stubborn, right up until the time his Poppin’ Johnny tractor rocked over and caught him under it

and squashed him like a bug.They was going to try and bury him, but couldn’t get him out from

under the tractor. He was bedded down good in the sand with the tractor on top of him. Jane

come up then with the idea just to shovel sand over him and the tractor, at least until they could

have a proper burial, ’cause there were hungry dogs roving around. But the sandstorm had

come up and they went into the house and Mother Nature covered him up for them.Their

house, which had mostly been supported by good luck and a prayer, finally blowed down, and

they stayed in what was left of it for the night. Next morning they had to dig out a little, and

once they were out, they figured their place was done for and they had to leave.They decided

to walk out and try to get some help so maybe they could get their daddy buried proper and

find a place to stay. Jane found a couple of her books that hadn’t been blowed away or buried

by the sand and put them in a pillowcase. As the storm hadn’t hit yet when they did this, they

headed out, got to Old Man Turpin’s, and found him sitting in a rocking chair in his doorway, the

door open. He was covered from head to foot in sand.“It didn’t take no wizard,” Tony said, “to

figure he was dead.”Jane nodded. “I figured he did it on purpose. Just didn’t care anymore, sat

out there and let the dust get him. We started looking around in the house. Everyone knows

Old Man Turpin doesn’t have any kin, so we knew we weren’t going to disturb anyone. We got

some flour sacks and put some things in them he wouldn’t need anymore, like canned goods. I

put my books in there with the cans, and we made us packs. Then we went out to his barn and

found that Ford under a tarpaulin. Course, then we realized it didn’t do us any good, ’cause

neither of us could drive. We covered it up and started out this way, hoping to find somebody to

help us, and then the storm hit.”“Why didn’t you stay there? Turpin has a pretty good

house.”“ ’Cause he was dead on the porch is one thing,” Jane said, “and the other is staying

there wasn’t going to get us any farther than there.”“I thought you was just looking for some

help to bury your pa?” I said.“Was,” she said. “At first. Then me and Tony got to thinking that Pa

was pretty well covered up as it was, and what we needed more than anything was just to be

gone from here. I don’t see no cause just to stay around and eat dirt and get old, if I even

manage to get old. Way things are going, I’ll be out on some porch somewhere in a chair with

the dust covering me up. It’s not much of a future, way I look at it.”“I suppose not,” I said.“So,”

Jane said. “We left out of there thinking we could find someone who could drive the car, but

then we got caught up in another storm before we got very far. Just walking out there in all that

dirt is some real trouble. There’s still roads, but they’re pretty covered up too. Not so much I

don’t think a car could make it. And if it can’t, I’m still willing to give it a try, if I can get someone

to drive.”“It wasn’t for that old bridge over the creek, we’d have been done in just like Turpin,”

Tony said. “We crawled under there and pushed up against the bank. There wasn’t no water in

the creek, and we just listened to the wind blow all the morning, and watched that old dry bed

get drier and fill up with sand. This afternoon when it was all winded out, we was still sitting,

and that sand was over our ankles, but soon as it quit we started out walking, and it was like it

was waiting on us to come out of hiding, because we hadn’t gone more than a mile or two

when the storm hit us again.”“Wasn’t nothing for us to do but keep on coming,” Jane said. “And

we did. We knew if we lay down and waited somewhere, unless it was some good place like

that bridge, we was done for, we’d never get up. We didn’t have any real choice but to put our

noses forward and our ears back, like plow mules, and just keep on coming.”“The wind blowed

us down three or four times,” Tony said.“We found the old fence line that runs from the

Thompson property to yours, and we clung to that where it was standing, and we crawled

where it wasn’t. When it was standing again, we took to it, and finally we come to your place

and you come out to help us.”Jane paused and looked around.“By the way,” she said, “where’s



your folks?”I took a deep breath and told them. I was pretty weak by the time I was done

explaining.The last thing I said was “I buried them together in the barn.”“You seem to be the

only one of us that’s any good at getting anyone buried,” Tony said.Jane just stared at me for a

long time, long enough I could see how red-rimmed her eyes were and how the corners of her

mouth was cracked from sand getting behind the scarf she’d had on.“I’m real sorry, Jack,” she

said. “Looks like we’re all orphans.”5You never knew about the dust storms. Sometimes there

wouldn’t be any for a week; then there would be two in one day, or one that would last all day

and through the night. Sometimes they went on for days at a time.I thought over what Jane had

said about Old Man Turpin’s car, and though I ain’t a thief, I began to think it was an idea that

had some worth. Old Man Turpin wasn’t exactly the friendliest soul who had ever lived. He

might have had a wife and family once, but nobody knew of any, and nobody knew him to do

anything but farm, and quite well, until the dust storms came and wiped everybody out.A fella

like that wasn’t going to offer us his car, but I figured what we was talking about, being orphans

and all and wanting to get out of Oklahoma, was just a form of borrowing. A wide form of it, but

I made the whole thing agreeable in my head nonetheless. At least for the moment.I had some

bottles we could cork, and we went out to the barn and filled them, so as to try and have some

water without dirt in it. Soon as we run the bottles full, we corked them and wrapped them in

towels and put them in a flour sack. We used the pump then to get enough water to wipe our

faces and hands and arms down. It was refreshing to be a little cleaner, if not exactly

churchgoing in appearance.But I will add this. With Jane washed up, and her having taken one

of Mama’s combs and combed her hair out, she looked good. Like a less clean version of some

of those women I’d seen on the covers of magazines, but wearing pants and work boots. I felt a

little funny looking at her, like maybe there was some kind of magic in her.We got a few of the

canned goods left in the kitchen and packed those too, and then we decided the thing to do

was to wait until tomorrow. If the weather was good in the morning, and the sky in the distance

didn’t look like it had a line of storms coming, we’d head out as fast as we could go to Old Man

Turpin’s.I slept in Mama and Daddy’s bed and let Jane and Tony have my pallet in the corner.

In the morning we got up and took a look outside. It looked okay.There was a patch of scrub

oaks that ran down by the dry bed of a long-gone creek behind the house. It went a long ways

in the direction of Turpin’s place, and that seemed to me to be the way to go. The trees and the

creek bank would give us some protection against any sudden storm that might come up, and

it was shaded a little. It wasn’t perfect, but it was a plan of some sort.We went down behind the

house with our bags, and it was hard going until we got near the creek bed. The trees had kept

some of the sand out, though they were ragged trees. The grasshoppers and birds had

stripped all the leaves, and deer and lost cattle had chewed a lot of the bark. It was a bony kind

of shade, but it was shade.The creek was still dry, but we could walk there better than

anywhere else because the bottom of it had been full of rocks, and even with the sand on top,

it was fairly solid. The sky was as blue as a Jimmy Rogers song. There wasn’t a cloud in the

heavens. The wind wasn’t blowing and the sun was high and hot and we were sweaty and tired

by the time it was late afternoon and we come up behind Old Man Turpin’s house.When we got

there, we went around to the front porch, and just like Jane and Tony said, the porch was

covered in sand, except where they had made a path to the front door. Old Man Turpin was in

his chair, though you couldn’t tell it was him or a chair unless you looked real hard. He was just

a big mound of sand mostly the color of Oklahoma, with a bit of Nebraska and a lot of Texas

worked in, and I’m pretty sure Kansas was swirled in there too.On the porch I brushed some

dirt away from his face, and the first thing I seen was a corncob pipe in his mouth, the bowl all

filled with sand. I scraped some more, and then I could see the brim of his hat mashed into his



face. He had his eyes closed and his mouth open, and there was sand all in it, like someone

had stood there and poured it into him with a funnel. He had drowned in dirt.“See,” Tony said.

“He’s deader’n an anvil.”“He is, at that,” I said.I guess we was being pretty casual about death,

but for the last couple of years it had been all around us, and as of recent, up close and

personal. It was the sort of thing that stunned you at the same time it made you feel as empty

as a corn crib after the rats had been in it.When we got inside the house, I was glad we had

brought water, because there was none there. While Jane and Tony laid out some things from

our bag so we could eat, I went out to the well and saw that it had filled in with sand. I figured

that was why Old Man Turpin had given up. No water. No hope.Back in the house, we sat down

at the table and ate some peaches from cans. We drank some of the water we had brought,

then we went outside to the barn to look at the Ford.Like they’d said, it was under a tarp, so we

pulled it off. Sometimes dust storms blew so hard they built up static electricity. Back when we

had a car, I seen Daddy go out after a sandstorm, and even though the car was in the barn,

enough dust had blown in and over it that when he touched the car door, it knocked him down

like a lighting strike. He was dazed for half the day, and considered himself lucky not to have

been killed.So I was careful when I touched the Ford, kind of popping my hand in first, like a

snake striking a mouse. When I hit the handle, nothing. I opened the door and looked around

for the key, found it stuck up by the sun visor. I tried it and the car started right up without no

trouble. Luckily, the gauge showed there was plenty of gas, so we was ready to go. Provided I

didn’t wrap the car around a tree.“Hot dog,” Tony said. “We can get out of this place.”I turned off

the car.I said, “Don’t you think we ought to bury Old Man Turpin?”Jane put out a hand and

leaned on the car. It was black, and though it had been covered tight with the tarp, there was

still a faint film of dust all over it. When she moved her hand, her print stayed there. She said,

“With us taking his car and burying him too, it might look worse than if we just leave him.”“We

could drop him in that old dry well,” Tony said. “It would look like he fell in.”“We won’t do no

such thing,” I said. “I ain’t no criminal. I’m just taking this car ’cause there ain’t any other

choices. Sometime soon enough we can tell someone we took it. Maybe.”“No one is going to

miss it unless they come out to see him,” Jane said. “And I guess they will. Somebody has to

miss him for something sometime. But he never liked anyone and no one really liked him. We

wouldn’t have come here if we didn’t have to.”“It was kind of nice he was dead,” Tony said. “It

made it easier to take his stuff.”“Shush, now,” Jane said. “It wasn’t like that at all.”“Well,” Tony

said, “it was kind of like that.”“We could leave a note,” I said, “explaining things. We could say

where we buried him and that we took the car, and that we did it because we felt we didn’t

have a choice.”“That’s no good,” Jane said.“I think it is,” I said, and I went back into the house

and left a note that said what we was doing, and how we didn’t bury him ’cause we thought

people ought to know right where he was, case he was going to a graveyard instead of a plot

next to his house. I wrote as best I could how my parents was buried in the barn, and how the

property was pretty near being the bank’s anyway, and how they could have it.I didn’t like the

idea of the bank owning my kin’s bodies, but I had always been taught it wasn’t the body that

mattered, it was the life inside it. That life was long gone now.While I was finishing the note,

Jane come up, Tony lagging along behind her.“We really shouldn’t wait around,” Jane said. “We

should start trying to make some real ground before another storm settles in. We’re fed and we

got a car and we’re ready to go, and I say we should go.”“Dang right,” Tony said.I wasn’t all that

certain it was the right thing to do, but I was pretty certain it was the only thing to do.Back at

the car, we put our bags of goods on the back floorboard. Jane got in on the front passenger

side, and Tony rode in the backseat. There was plenty of room for him and the goods, and even

some room left over for another two boys just Tony’s size. That was some big Ford.I backed us



out of the barn and bumped along over the sand. It was slow going, but it was going.And I

won’t lie—theft or not, it felt pretty good to know I had a V8 Ford and my foot on the gas, and

that I was driving away from all that death and all that sand, pushing on forward with some kind

of hope. I didn’t know right then where I was going. But I knew one thing for sure.Wherever I

was going in that stolen Ford, I was darn sure going to try to get there fast.6It was a long time

before we found any kind of ruts we could ride in, but when we did, we started moving faster,

and I got a little braver about my driving. Course, I had to hope I didn’t grind the gears so much

I burned up the clutch or tore up the engine in some way, or ran off into a ditch and killed us all.
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The Bottoms, Sanctified and Chicken-Fried: The Portable Lansdale (Southwestern Writers

Collection Series, Wittliff Collections at Texas State University), Fay: A Novel

d70sfan, “Another Winner from Joe Lansdale. All the Earth . . . is set in Oklahoma and Texas

during the Dust Bowl and vividly conveys the devastation caused by topsoil erosion in that era.

This is more of a "young adult" story than most of Lansdale's other books I've read. It's a quick

read, but it's still up to the author's usual standard of excellence, with memorable characters

and vivid narration.Bottom Line: I cannot overstate how Joe Lansdale is a uniquely American

treasure. Pick any of his stand alone novels (I have not read the Hap and Leonard series) and

you cannot go wrong.”

Wayne C. Rogers, “When it comes to great storytelling, Joe R. Lansdale is the best!!!. There

are a lot of talented authors out there I enjoy reading. Probably dozens and dozens of them.

Maybe even a hundred or more. In my opinion, however, there are only two great storytellers

writing today. They are Stephen King and Joe R. Lansdale. The difference between being a

great storyteller and a great author is that a storyteller can whip up a damn good yarn in any

genre and hook the reader with just a few sentences. It doesn't matter if the genre is horror,

suspense, westerns, thrillers, fantasy, or science fiction. A great storyteller works in whatever

genre that draws his attention at the moment and inevitably succeeds with his tale and the

reader's complete satisfaction.Stephen King you know.Joe R. Lansdale, I hope you know. If

you don't, shame on you because Joe wrote The Bottoms, which is probably the best novel I've

ever read. It made me laugh, cry, shout out in righteous anger, and in certain scenes it scared

the bejesus out of me. Joe also wrote A Fine Dark Line, Sunset and Sawdust, Dead in the

West, Cold in July, Freezer Burn which is one of the most bizarre; yet, entertaining novels I've

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/LkAnm/All-the-Earth-Thrown-to-the-Sky-Joe-R-Lansdale


read in the last decade), Lost Echoes, the short novel, Bubba Ho-Tep, and probably my most

favorite series of all, Hap and Leonard. I like Hap Collins and Leonard Pine so much that I sent

their latest novel, Devil Red, to Bruce Willis' production company, hoping Bruce still has some

good sense left in that bald noggin of his and will want to turn the book into a major motion

picture with him and Samuel L. Jackson playing the lead roles. Only time will tell. Anyway, Joe

also has a new stand-alone novel coming out in March of 2012, Under the Warrior Star. I've

thoroughly enjoyed everything I've read by this author, including dozens of his short stories,

many of which have been turned into TV episodes for Master of Horror and other

programs.Okay, what does all of this have to do with his newest book, All the Earth, Thrown To

the Sky, which was written primarily for the Young Adult market? Well, Joe may have written

this novel with teenagers in mind, but the book is such that adults will love it, too.I know I did!

The story takes place during the Great Depression, beginning in Oklahoma and ending in East

Texas. The dust storms have devastated most of the states in the central part of our country,

leaving families with no way to support themselves, millions of people out of work, no crops

and little food, scores of individuals committing suicide with no hope for the future, while others

turn to crime, especially the robbing of banks.Jack Catcher is a young boy, whose mom just

died of pneumonia and his father hung himself in the barn from the grief of her death. Jack has

no dreams for anything better, except maybe for the wild idea that California holds the

possibility of a new beginning. That idea gets sidetracked when he spots two kids trying to

make their way in a sand storm, running out of strength with no idea of where they're actually

heading. Jack saves them. He also knows them from school--Jane and Tony Lewis. It seems

that their mom ran off with a Bible salesman, and their dad was crushed underneath a fallen

tractor.After getting some rest and some food in their stomachs, all three decide to head out to

parts unknown, using Old Man Turpin's car because Jack knows how to drive. Since Turpin is

already dead, he won't miss the vehicle. The kids are hoping the car will get them far enough

from the state of Oklahoma so they can finally breathe some fresh air again. Their journey,

however, takes a turn for the worse when their stolen car blows a tire and a bunch of bank

robbers come driving by, in need of a new car to help them avoid the law. The criminals, Bad

Tiger Malone and two partners, crazy-ass Timmy and bullet-wounded Buddy, are the mean

and deadly kind of people who'd rather shoot first and talk later. The two main robbers decide

to leave poor Buddy behind with a bullet in his head, thus ending his misery. Bad Tiger also

sees some good use for the kids. He can hold them as hostages should the law find them.

During their life-experiencing ordeal, the three kids learn that Bad Tiger and Timmy are after

another partner--Strangler Nugowski--who stole $50,000 from them to give his own child a

much needed operation. The two criminals could care less about the sick kid, but they do care

about the money and getting their revenge on the former carnival wrestler.When the right

moment finally comes along (a storm filled with millions of grasshoppers), Jack and Jane and

Tony escape from the bad guys and continue on with their journey. The thing is that Jane now

thinks the ex-bank robber should be warned about his no-good ex-friends and what they are

planning to do. Jane is young, pretty, smart, and a real blabber mouth, not to mention an

outright liar. She can talk up a storm, lie with the best of them, and get her brother and Jack to

do just about anything she wants. Jack knows the dangers of continuing on into Texas, but it's

what Jane wants. Truth be told, Jack is already in love with her and she knows it as only a

woman (or young girl) can. Of course, in all fairness, Jane is free spirited and loves adventure,

while Jack likes to play it safe.With the journey into East Texas, the three kids get to meet Box

Car Bertha and Pretty Boy Floyd, who makes a definite impression on Jane and causes Jack

to feel a strong sense of jealousy for the first time in his life. That's the good stuff. After a



chance encounter with a crooked sheriff and his pea farm, the kids get first-hand experience at

what slavery is like. Of course, the real question is whether or not the kids will get to Strangler

Nugowski before Bad Tiger and Timmy do. Is the Strangler still alive, or already dead? Even

more important is what will become of Jack and Jane and little Tony?You have to read the book

to find out!All the Earth, Thrown To the Sky is storytelling at its absolute best. Joe R. Lansdale

has a distinctive style of writing that clearly resonates with his many fans. He has the ability to

make you laugh with his stories, while keeping you glued to the seat in suspense and

anticipation. Like Stephen King, Joe is able to get to the heart of his characters (whether

children or adults) with a few choice words or sentences that bring them alive and enable his

readers to see them as real-life people, though they're only fictional. He does this with Jack

and Jane and little Tony, as well as the other characters in the novel. He touches upon the

kid's innocence and lack of understanding about the real world. This is especially evident in

the character of Jane, who lives in her own world of fairytales, fantasy, and adventure, believing

that everything will turn out the way she expects. Jack, being more down-to-earth of the three,

knows better. He sees each new experience as a possible threat to their lives, until proven

otherwise. Little Tony, however, seems to go with the flow, trusting his sister to get them out of

the tough spots that she usually gets them into.I don't know much about The Great Depression

and the dust bowls that destroyed most of Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Northern Texas. Joe

seems to be full of history in his depiction of the era, and everything rings true to the ear as he

describes the different kinds of dust storms that would swept down into each state with the

storms sometimes being a mile high and hundreds of miles long. You couldn't see or even

breathe inside of them, and there was dust everywhere imaginable. The criminals of the period

bring a stark realism to the story with either their outward meanness or inner fairness with

those around them. Bad Tiger Malone was definitely the opposite of Pretty Boy Floyd, who

seemed to be a person who'd been caught up in circumstances beyond his control. Joe R.

Lansdale certainly knows how to create conflict in the story with his dark, violent villains, and

he does this superbly within this novel.As a reader, I can honestly say that you know deep

inside when a story has done its job by the way you feel at the end. All the Earth, Thrown To

the Sky tugged strongly at my heart strings with the last few pages, creating a sense of

emptiness and profound loss and missed opportunity that the lead character passed on to me.

I could identify with the kids in the story and understand where each of them was coming from.

Though I admired Jane's strength, perseverance, and willingness to charge ahead, I still felt

sadden by Jack's loss. Not many books hit me this hard at the end.Needless to say, All the

Earth, Thrown To the Sky is a winner in my opinion, cementing Joe R. Lansdale's status as one

of the best storytellers of our time.”

Carlyn Greenwald, “Fun and Suspenseful Ride Through the Depression. All the Earth, Thrown

to the Sky follows three young survivors of the dust storms that plagued Oklahoma during the

1930s. When Jack Catcher, a poor farmer’s son who lost his parents to sickness and suicide,

meets up with Jane Lewis, a classmate, and her little brother Tony, both whom had just lost

their single father through a tractor accident, Jane devises a plan to escape the dust and

desolation in exchange for East Texas. Although Jack is wary of stealing the dead neighbor’s

car, he agrees. But, in this time, there’s no escaping trouble. After a brush in with a couple of

the country’s most notorious gangsters, the three change their plans in favor of warning a

carny-turned-bank robber of a planned hit on him. Racing through poverty, con men, hoboes,

and swarming grasshoppers, this colorful adventure may not be much farther from doom that

the three experienced back home.This book truly lived up to every good quality an adventure



novel should have: a wonderfully portrayed setting, smart characters, and twists and turns that

truly throw the reader for a loop along with our three protagonists.The Depression Era was the

perfect time period, and it truly serves as a book that needed to be written about the time

period. I’m a bit of a history buff, and this book was a thrilling and complete picture of the time

period. The book begins in a Dust Bowl ravaged tiny town in Oklahoma, where quiet death is

all over the place. Jack begins the book as what I’d imagine was very common for children of

the era: orphaned by two tragedies, starving, and forced to live in loneliness as he struggles to

keep himself alive. Jack lives his simple life well, but even in the beginning, yearns for

something better. Then along comes Jane, whose parents are also gone (and weren’t really

“there” to begin with), who offers the first taste of shaky morals of the book. The three kids steal

their dead neighbor’s car, but the action seems more like necessity over a crime (a common

theme of the age and the book). But, right away, the crime lords the time period boasts show

up, adding a whole other layer to the book’s world. When the kids escape that, they’re faced

with a world where it’s a miracle to buy some Coca-Colas and a sandwich, and where it’s a

give or take that the stranger one meets will provide hospitality or force one into slave work.

The time is lined in risks, danger, desperation, yet it also holds a classic joy that rings close to

the first rides at Coney Island: tons of fun, but never exactly free of serious injury. A great time

period, and wonderfully explored.But, historical books can’t be complete with just the time

period. Jack, the narrator, is truly a unique voice in fiction. Not only does he have the country

twang, but he’s also very wise and curious. He narrates the book like he’s telling the tale over a

campfire, with details frank and enticing. Overall, it’s clear he’s the compassion in the little

group, whereas Jane is the manipulating and sharp one, and Tony is the innocence. Jane is a

great example of a strong female in a male-dominated time. There is never a foe (not even

gangsters with guns) that will keep her quiet, and her interactions with the macho men of the

book are always amusing. She’s a bit of a pathological liar, but it’s clear that she loves her

brother and Jack through her edginess. Jack and Jane play off each other well, and Tony adds

an interesting dynamic of the naive child who’s just along for the ride, but wouldn’t mind settling

down.The suspense truly puts the icing on the cake. Although this time period is a bit of a slow

one with the Depression as the backdrop, the author truly searches every nook and cranny for

the excitement, and boy does he find it. The chapters are short, which helps make the fast

read, and I swear, there are gangsters, killers, con men, bank robbers, and death around every

corner for these kids. There’s one twist in particular near the last third of the book that truly

threw me for a loop, and even the ending is full of big revelations and epic ends. A real time

period thriller that does a great job of giving the readers breathing time between the bouts

suspense.In conclusion, if you want to read a Depression-era adventure that truly hits the nail

on the head for every aspect necessary in a great book, pick up All the Earth, Thrown to the

Sky.”

b roberts, “hes a genius. my mind boggles at the skill of this writer. i discovered his work by

lucky accident a few years ago and absolutely love everything of his ive read so far. The only

exception being what is (to my mind) a very bizarre book (flaming zeppelins, the adventures of

ned the seal) which i hated. Perhaps i just didnt 'get' it?This is a poignant tale told with

empathy and humour and a good example of what you will find in his 'stories'. To me hes a

natural story teller and writes vivid characters who inhabit worlds so cunningly and subtly

drawn, that before you can say 'chapter two' you are so hooked and involved that you cant put

down that book til the story is done. I have to admit to being a particular fan of the Hap and

Leonard series, where the anti-heroes blunder through increasingly surreal adventures. Good



guys who could appear bad, they always keep me on-side by staying believable and

fallible.Often they reach the end of the book bruised and broken- sometimes both mentally and

physically-and invariably out of pocket, but as all good guys must, they always win the day and

leave me hungry to hear of their next escapade. Try him, I know you'll like him!”

lcw, “Good Book. While I was reading ithis book I thought it wasnt quite up to scratch from this

author. A good solid story yet something was missing.When Id finished it, all became clear, this

was writen for a teen readership. Quite why it mattered is down to the writing, it was lighter in

tone and lacked the grit, entertaining none the less.”

Micky McGuinness, “a damn good read and it's certainly still enjoyable for us adults ;^). Joe R

Lansdale was introduced to me by a friend who ran a second hand book store. I've not looked

back since. Cheers Lee!!!Whenever I see one of his books I'll take a punt and buy it.If I'm

honest I prefer the Hap and Leonard books but then again who doesn't!!!That said I have yet to

be disappointed by any of his books.I saw this one on Amazon and thought "Lansdale book

I've not seen before: Buy It Now!!!"When it arrived I was somewhat surprised that in my

enthusiasm I'd failed to notice that it was written for young adults!!!Oops. Well no actually it's a

damn good book and while the language and brutality are toned down a little for the audience

is still packs a punch. It's a damn good read and it's certainly still enjoyable for us adults... all I

need to do is persuade my young adult to read it: not that I bought it for her!”

mandy whyman, “Good quick read. A good read. Not as memorable as some of the other

Lansdale writings, but a pacy tale”

Diane Haggerty, “Ripping good yarn. Takes you on a journey of discovery.  Great characters.”

The book by Joe R. Lansdale has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 169 people have provided feedback.
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